There are many Slowly Pulsating B (SPB) stars and γ Dor stars in the Kepler Mission data set. The light curves of these pulsating stars have been classified phenomenologically into stars with symmetric light curves and with asymmetric light curves. In the same effective temperature ranges as the γ Dor and SPB stars, there are variable stars with downward light curves that have been conjectured to be caused by spots. Among these phenomenological classes of stars, some show 'frequency groups' in their amplitude spectra that have not previously been understood. While it has been recognised that nonlinear pulsation gives rise to combination frequencies in a Fourier description of the light curves of these stars, such combination frequencies have been considered to be a only a minor constituent of the amplitude spectra. In this paper we unify the Fourier description of the light curves of these groups of stars, showing that many of them can be understood in terms of only a few base frequencies, which we attribute to g mode pulsations, and combination frequencies, where sometimes a very large number of combination frequencies dominate the amplitude spectra. The frequency groups seen in these stars are thus tremendously simplified. We show observationally that the combination frequencies can have amplitudes greater than the base frequency amplitudes, and we show theoretically how this arises. Thus for some γ Dor and SPB stars combination frequencies can have the highest observed amplitudes. Among the B stars are pulsating Be stars that show emission lines in their spectra from occasional ejection of material into a circumstellar disk. Our analysis gives strong support to the understanding of these pulsating Be stars as rapidly rotating SPB stars, explained entirely by g mode pulsations.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that Fourier analysis of non-sinusoidal light curves gives rise to harmonics and combination frequencies that describe the light curve shape in terms of sinusoids. High amplitude pulsations are nonlinear, giving rise to significant amplitudes at the harmonics of the base frequencies. Multi-mode nonlinear pulsation results in interaction among the base frequencies and their harmonics that give rise to sum and difference combination frequencies of the form nfi ± mfj. Studying the relationships among the amplitudes and phases of the Fourier components has been standard practice for RR Lyr stars and Cepheids since the pioneering work of Simon & Lee (1981) , and the study of combination frequencies and their astrophysical implications is well established for white dwarf stars (see, e.g. Wu 2001 and Montgomery 2005) . Combination frequencies dominate the amplitude spectra of some δ Sct stars, for example KIC 11754974 (Murphy et al. 2013 ) and KIC 8054146 (Breger et al. 2012; Breger & Montgomery 2014) , where the astrophysical implications and uses of the combination frequencies are more uncertain than for white dwarf stars.
Among B, A and F main-sequence stars there are two classes of g mode pulsators: the γ Dor stars with temperatures in the range of early to mid-F stars, and the Slowly Pulsating B (SPB) stars with temperatures in the range of the late B stars. The light curves of these stars have been widely discussed phenomenologically, particularly in the era of the photometric space missions MOST, CoRoT and Kepler. Debosscher et al. (2011) performed an automated variability analysis on about 150 000 light curves from the Kepler Quarter 1 data, finding many γ Dor stars. Balona et al. (2011a) visually scanned about 10 000 stars in the Kepler data in the temperature range of the γ Dor stars and the coolest SPB stars and classified the light curves phenomenologically as symmetric or asymmetric, where the asymmetric light curves show larger range at maximum amplitude than at minimum amplitude. Tkachenko et al. (2013) determined atmospheric parameters from high resolution spectra for 69 stars in the Kepler data set that have γ Dor g-mode pulsations. Balona et al. (2011b) similarly provided visual descriptions of 48 B stars in the Kepler data. Following the lead of these papers, McNamara, Jackiewicz & McKeever (2012) classified the light curves of 252 B stars in the Kepler data, describing many of the stars as 'Fg', meaning that they show frequency groups in their amplitude spectra. Most recently Bradley et al. (2015) searched among 2768 Kepler stars for γ Dor stars, δ Sct stars and so-called 'hybrid' stars that show both p-mode and g-mode pulsations. They adopted the notation of Balona et al. (2011a) to describe the light curves as 'symmetric' and 'asymmetric'.
Many of these papers used limited data sets from Kepler, unintentionally resulting in significant confusion in the description of the light curves. In addition to pulsation, stars may show light variability caused by orbital or rotational variations. Those are typically non-sinusoidal, hence also give rise to harmonics of the base frequencies. They do not, however, generate combination frequencies. It is thus possible to distinguish pulsation from rotational or orbital variability when combination frequencies are present.
From the unprecedented time span of 4 yr of the full Kepler data set, it is now clear that g modes in γ Dor stars and SPB stars can be so closely spaced in frequency that data sets spanning less than 1 yr may not resolve the individual pulsation frequencies. Excellent examples of this are seen in the γ Dor -δ Sct stars KIC 11145123 Van Reeth et al. 2015) and KIC 9244992 , and in several other examples given by Bedding et al. (2014) and Van Reeth et al. (2015) , where the frequency spacings of long series of consecutive radial overtone g modes with rotational multiplets require up to half a year of data for full resolution. Thus previous descriptions of the character of γ Dor and SPB light curves based on relatively short data sets should be viewed with caution. The visual descriptions of light curves where pulsation modes are not resolved and combination frequencies are not recognised have led to erroneous conclusions.
The presence of combination frequencies in γ Dor and SPB stars has been recognised by many. Degroote et al. (2009) developed an automated combination frequency search for CoRoT SPB stars. Pápics (2012) discussed in general the search for combination frequencies for B, A and F main-sequence stars and problems associated with their identification, while Balona (2012) gave a detailed discussion in the case of δ Sct stars, particularly in comparison with white dwarf stars with the purpose of eventually using the information in the combination frequencies for astrophysical inference.
Nevertheless, as Balona (2012) pointed out, the combination frequencies have usually been considered a nuisance in the search for pulsation mode frequencies for asteroseismology. He also states that 'combination frequencies are of much lower amplitude than parent mode . . . [frequencies] . . .'. While this may be a widely held view, it is not necessarily true: Combination frequencies can have observed amplitudes greater than those of the base frequencies, as we show theoretically in Section 2.
Another misconception is that a light curve that has larger variation at minimum than maximum cannot be purely pulsational. This idea has led to interpretations of some SPB and pulsating Be star light curves as being caused by spots, either completely or partially. The idea has crossed over into the visual description of the light curves of γ Dor stars such that the papers using the terminology 'asymmetric' for the non-sinusoidal pulsators only include those stars that show more variation at maximum light than minimum light, even though there are γ Dor stars that do the opposite, as is common for SPB stars. We show examples in sections below.
We use our own description of the light curves at some expense of proliferating nomenclature. We describe stars that have non-sinusoidal light curves with larger range at maximum light than minimum light as having 'upward' light curves, and those that do the opposite as having 'downward' light curves. Stars previously classified as having symmetric light curves are part of a continuum between these extremes. Below we show examples of the various shapes of the light curves and their simple explanation in terms of non-sinusoidal pulsation in only a few pulsation modes with combination frequencies. We find that many γ Dor, SPB and pulsating Be star light curves are far simpler than has previously been understood, and we make a strong case that the only physics needed to understand all of these stars is nonlinear pulsation theory. There is no need of, and no evidence for, spots.
The reduction that we demonstrate in the apparent complexity of the amplitude spectra of the stars showing frequency groups is stunning. Instead of hundreds of frequencies being extracted for analysis, many of these stars have but a few pulsation mode frequencies with a plethora of combination frequencies, some of which can have amplitudes greater than the base frequencies. As in the cases of the p-mode pulsation in the δ Sct stars KIC 11754974 and KIC 8054146 mentioned above, the amplitude spectra of the g-mode pulsators on the main-sequence can be dominated by combination frequencies. These must be fully modelled to get to the pulsation mode frequencies that are the fundamental data of asteroseismology, and they have the potential to provide new astrophysical information for main-sequence stars, as they do for pulsating white dwarf stars.
In this paper we explain that what previously appeared to be complex variability with dozens or hundreds of frequencies is a result of only a few base frequencies and their combination frequencies. This is an important observational result that greatly simplifies our understanding of the light curves of γ Dor, SPB and pulsating Be stars. That such strong nonlinear interaction exists indicates high amplitudes for the base modes in the stellar cores. It is a goal to gain asteroseismic inference from these modes by modelling them.
THEORETICAL CORROBORATION

Weak nonlinear system
To draw some basic characteristics of nonlinear pulsation of stars, let us consider a case of weakly nonlinear pulsation, in which the eigenfrequencies are still close to those obtained by linear calculation. We consider the unperturbed static equilibrium state of a star and superimpose on it perturbations. To make the problem simple, we assume that in the equilibrium state the star is spherically symmetric.
We define the displacement vector, ξ,
where r denotes the Lagrangian position variable of a given fluid c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000-000 element which is at r = r0 in the equilibrium state. The equation of oscillations, which is expressed with a single variable ξ, is then divided into the linear operator L(ξ) and the nonlinear operators N (k) (k = 2, 3, · · · ):
where N (k) denotes the operator of the k-th order of ξ. Retaining only the first-order terms, we obtain the linearised equation
Since L does not include any operator with respect to time, the solution to equation (3), defined as ξ (1) (r0, t), is separated into a spatial function and a temporal function. The latter is expressed by exp iωt, with frequency ω. Equation (3) turns into an eigenvalue problem with a set of suitable boundary conditions. The eigenfunctions form an orthogonal complete set, hence the linear adiabatic oscillations of a star can be expressed as
where ω k and Ξ(r0) denotes the eigenfrequency and the eigenfunction of the mode index k, respectively, and a k and ϕ k are the amplitude and the phase of the mode at t = 0. Here, the mode index k consists of the spherical degree l, the azimuthal order m, and the radial order n, and the eigenfunction Ξ
k (r0) is written with the spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) as
where Y m l (θ, φ) denotes the spherical harmonics with the spherical degree l and the azimuthal order m, and Ξ n,l (r) and H n,l (r) are the radial eigenfunctions, with respect to r, for the displacement in the radial direction and for that in the horizontal direction, respectively, with the radial order n and the spherical degree l. The characteristics of the linear adiabatic pulsations of stars have already been investigated in detail, as in the textbooks Unno et al. (1989) and Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard & Kurtz (2010) .
Including the second-order terms of equation (2), we obtain the following equation for ξ (2) (r, t):
Since ξ (1) (r0, t) has already been independently solved, the above equation (6) is regarded as an inhomogeneous equation for ξ (2) (r0, t) with a source term N (2) (ξ (1) , ξ (1) ), which originates from the squared terms of the first-order free oscillations. In other words, equation (6) is regarded as an equation for a forced oscillation induced by the nonlinear term N (2) (ξ (1) , ξ (1) ). The particular solution to this inhomogeneous equation gives the correction to ξ
(1) (r0, t).
In a similar way, the higher-order solutions are considered as forced oscillations successively induced by the nonlinear terms of the lower-order solutions.
Why do the combination frequencies appear?
The operator N (2) consists of cross terms of ξ (1) (r0, t), and it is bilinear. Hence, the nonlinear term is separated into a spatial part and a temporal function. Substitution of the form of ξ (1) given by equation (4) into equation (6) leads to
The cross terms in the nonlinear operator N (2) induce the combination frequencies. As a consequence, the particular solution to ξ (2) (r0, t) also has combination frequencies ω k + ω k . It should be noted that the associated general solution of the inhomogeneous differential equation (7) is of the form of equation (4), and it is already given as a first-order solution. Hence we only have to consider the particular solution.
A special case is the cross term of ω k with itself. That induces the second harmonic 2ω k . Similarly, the nonlinear operator N produces the third harmonic 3ω k through the cross term between ω k and 2ω k or the triple term of ω k . This is the process producing a non-sinusoidal light curve from a single mode.
2.3 Why do some combination frequencies have amplitudes greater than their base frequencies?
The second-order perturbation is of the order of the square of the linear perturbation. It should be noted here, however, that this statement concerns the intrinsic amplitudes. The visibility, which is highly dependent on the surface pattern of the oscillations, must be taken into account to evaluate the actual observed amplitudes. The nonlinear operator N induces cross terms of spherical harmonics, and they are described in terms of a series of spherical harmonics with azimuthal order that is equal to the sum of the parent spherical harmonics;
where
and l is in the range of
This means that even if the first-order perturbations associated with high degree have low observed amplitudes and are difficult to detect, their products may induce low degree components, e.g., l = 0, that are detectable. So, it is not necessarily true that combination frequencies of higher-order perturbations have smaller observed amplitudes than the base frequencies. Some combination frequencies can have observed amplitudes greater than those of their base frequencies.
Why do some stars show downward light curves?
Superposition of two oscillations with nearly equal frequencies leads to a beat phenomenon. With an increase in the frequency difference, the wave pattern gradually changes. When the second harmonic is imposed on the base frequency, the oscillation pattern significantly deviates from symmetry with respect to the zero level. If the phase difference of these two frequencies, ϕ k −ϕ k , is nearly zero, the wave pattern shows an 'upward' shape (which has previously been called 'asymmetric'), whereas when the phase differ- ence is close to π, the wave pattern shows a 'downward' shape as shown in Fig. 1 . It has been widely considered that nonlinear pulsation induces only upward light curves and that pulsation cannot be the sole physical cause of downward light curves. However, as demonstrated here, pulsation induces downward light curves in some cases. The base frequencies are driven by the κ-mechanism or by convective blocking, while the harmonic frequencies are damped by heat loss.
Differences in thermal properties may cause phase differences between these two extreme groups to differ by π, with intermediate phases giving rise to less extreme distortion of the light curves. We thus propose that the range of pulsational light curves in B, A and F main-sequence stars, from upward through symmetric to downward shapes, is a consequence of the phases of the nonlinear harmonic and combination frequencies, and that those phases are determined by the balance between driving and damping in each individual star.
DATA AND ANALYSIS METHODS
We have visually examined Kepler light curves and amplitude spectra for thousands of B, A and F main-sequence stars and selected examples to illustrate our results. The data used for the analysis in this paper are the Kepler quarters 0 to 17 (Q0 -Q17) long cadence (LC) data. The Kepler 'quarters' were of variable time span that depended on operational constraints. Most quarters are close to one fourth of a Kepler orbital period of 372.455 d, which was the time scale on which the satellite was rolled to keep the solar panels fully illuminated. Q0, Q1 and Q17 were short 'quarters'. We do not use any stars in this paper that fell on the failed module 3, so there are no large gaps in our data sets.
We used the multi-scale, maximum a posteriori (msMAP) pipeline data converted to magnitudes; information on the reduction pipeline can be found in the data release notes 1 21. To optimise the search for exoplanet transit signals, the msMAP data pipeline removes some astrophysical signals with frequencies less than 0.1 d −1 (or periods greater than 10 d). Some of the combination frequencies that we find in this paper are at frequencies less than this 0.1 d −1 limit, and we show that these frequencies are unperturbed by the pipeline reductions. A useful general conclusion is that while the pipeline may reduce astrophysical amplitude, it does not perturb the frequencies.
For all stars we visually inspected the light curve and removed a few obvious outliers. The time span for Q0-17 data is 1470.5 d, and for Q1-Q17 data is 1459.5 d. Typically, about 64 840 data points comprised each data set. Table 1 gives basic data for the stars analysed in this paper.
Frequency analysis
We first produced a catalogue of all stars in the Kepler data with effective temperatures in the Kepler Input Catalogue (KIC) above 6400 K. Our catalogue comprises light curves and amplitude spectra for each quarter of Kepler data for each star. We have visually studied each of these plots. For stars that we studied in more detail, we first examined the entire data sets, Q0-Q17, using the interactive light curve and amplitude spectrum tools in the programme PERIOD04 (Lenz & Breger 2004) . We then used a Discrete Fourier Transform (Kurtz 1985) and our own least-squares and nonlinear least-squares fitting programmes to find the frequencies, amplitudes and phases to describe the light curves. After normalising the entire data set to zero in the mean, we fitted a cosine function, ∆m = A cos(2πf (t − t0) + φ), to the data in magnitudes, thus defining our convention for the phases in this paper. Our routines and PERIOD04 are in agreement.
Our procedure was to identify 'base frequencies' in the amplitude spectrum from which to generate the combination frequencies. Those were then optimised by fitting them simultaneously by non-linear least-squares to the data. For reasons of space and presentation we do not tabulate the individual frequency uncertainties. Those depend on the signal-to-noise ratio (Montgomery & O'Donoghue 1999) and are in general of the order of 10 −7 − 10 −6 d −1 . This is significantly less than the resolution of the Fourier peaks of R ∼ 1/∆T = 0.0007 d −1 , where T = 1460 d is the time span of the data, but the frequencies are much better determined than the resolution of the data set, so long as there are no unresolved frequencies. We discuss both cases in the sections below.
Importantly, following the determination of the base frequencies, we did not extract large numbers of peaks in the amplitude spectra, then test whether peaks were combination of the base frequencies. It is so clear from first inspection that the amplitude spectra of many γ Dor and SPB stars are dominated by combination frequencies that we selected just a few base frequencies and then calculated the frequencies of the combination terms and fitted that calculated set of frequencies by least-squares to the data. The suc- cess of that procedure in accounting for most of the variance in the data sets is apparent in the sections below and justifies the method.
Of course, because of the nature of combination frequencies, other sets of base frequencies chosen from the combination frequencies can produce the same set of frequencies to be fitted to the data. Hence the identification of base frequencies with an astrophysical cause is open to interpretation. We hypothesise in this paper that all of the chosen base frequencies arise from g mode pulsations. Other interpretations, should they arise, do not change the mathematical fit of the chosen cosinusoids to the data.
THE γ DOR STAR KIC 8113425
Frequency groups were noted in some Kepler stars by McNamara, Jackiewicz & McKeever (2012) following the terminology of Balona et al. (2011a) , which we adopt. Our own examination of the light curves and amplitude spectra of thousands of Kepler B, A and F stars shows that many Kepler γ Dor and SPB stars have such frequency groups with a wide variety of characteristics, as has been noted by others. For example, some illustration of this can also be seen in Figure 2 of Tkachenko et al. (2013) who studied 69 γ Dor stars in the Kepler data set.
These frequency groups may arise from different causes, but many of the stars showing them have only a few nonlinear pulsation modes with amplitude spectra that are dominated by combination frequency peaks. We illustrate this with an extreme case: KIC 8113425 is a γ Dor star with an upward light curve, which is shown in Fig. 2 with a 100-d section of the light curve. The strongly nonlinear pulsations can be seen clearly. This star previously was listed as an 'asymmetric' light curve star that shows 'evidence of migrating starspots' according to Balona et al. (2011a) . We argue here that the star has no spots; that suggestion came from a simple visual inspection of a short section of the light curve with no frequency analysis.
KIC 8113425 was observed by Kepler in LC in all quarters from Q1 to Q17. No other published observations or data are available. Fig. 3 shows an amplitude spectrum of the Q1-17 Kepler data out to a frequency of 2 d −1 where it can be seen that there are many frequency groups, which we label fg0, fg1, etc. In a close examination of the amplitude spectrum, frequency groups up to fg11 can be seen, showing the presence of very high order combination frequencies.
We chose KIC 8113425 to discuss the understanding of the frequency groups because it shows so many groups which are wellseparated in frequency. It appears to be complex and to be an extreme example of the frequency group phenomenon, yet the apparent complexity lies almost entirely in the combination frequencies -we have fitted most of the variance with only four base frequen- There are no p mode pulsations at higher frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency. The frequency groups are labelled up to fg4, but can be seen to extend further; at least 11 groups can be seen in the amplitude spectrum of this star. The middle panel shows on the same scale an amplitude spectrum of the residuals after pre-whitening the four pulsations frequencies and 39 combination frequencies with terms up to order 2ν given in Table 2 , and with amplitudes greater than 1 mmag; the inclusion of combination frequencies with amplitudes less than 1 mmag removes more peaks. Higher order combination frequencies explain the higher frequency groups. The reduction in variance is stunning. The four base frequencies from frequency group 1 (fg1) are shown and labelled in the bottom panel. We propose that those represent g mode pulsations.
cies. Table 2 lists those four base frequencies and 39 combination frequencies with terms up to order 2ν that were fitted to produce the amplitude spectrum of the residuals shown in the middle panel of Fig 3. We limit our discussion here to combination frequencies with terms to order 2ν and amplitudes greater than 1 mmag so that we have a manageable number of frequencies from which to discuss the details. A fit of combination frequencies with terms up to order 5ν with no lower limit on amplitude yields over 500 combination frequencies and reduces the variance in the amplitude spectrum of the residuals further. Obviously, to explain the highest frequency groups would need even higher order combination frequencies. As Pápics (2012) warned, with higher order fits of combination frequencies, the number of fitted peaks can become large with respect to the number of independent Fourier peaks in the amplitude spectrum. Thus in future detailed studies of these stars with frequency groups, care will need to be taken with high-order fits to avoid combination frequencies that occur only by coincidence. With the large amplitudes and low number of combination frequencies we use here, such chance coincidences are not a problem. 
The phases
The asymmetry of the light curve is described through the combination frequencies, but the contribution of each frequency to that description differs. Three factors are important in determining the asymmetry described by each combination. We explain them here for KIC 8113425, where the upward light curve shows high maxima and shallow minima, but the description could also be applied to a downward light curve with low maxima and deep minima, or any intermediate shape light curve. The discussion can thus be generalised from this specific example. The first important factor is the combination frequency. In order to describe sharp and high maxima, the combination frequency must be higher than the base frequency. The second factor is the phase. To describe high maxima in the light curve, the combinations need a relative phase close to zero. The relative phase 2 , φr, of a combination frequency is defined as
where φ obs is the observed phase of the combination frequency, and φ calc is a phase calculated from the base frequencies, which in this case is for the combination ν = nνi + mνj. A relative phase of zero means the maximum of the combination frequency coincides with the maxima of the base frequencies, and this maximum is then reinforced. An example is shown in Fig. 4 . Finally, the third factor is amplitude. Combinations with low amplitudes have little relevance to the shape of the light curve. The contribution each combination frequency makes to the description of the asymmetry can be shown in a phasor (a contraction of 'phase vector') diagram, Fig. 5 . Here, the amplitude and relative phase of each combination are shown on a polar plot. The conventions chosen dictate the orientation of the phasor diagram; here we 2 We calculated the relative phases with a cosine function applied to the luminosity variations so that upward light curves have combination frequency phases in the positive x direction in the phasor plots, whereas, for purposes of pre-whitening in the frequency analysis where logarithms are preferred, the phases in the tables are for magnitude variations. There is thus a π rad shift in each phase in the tables that was used to calculate the phases in the phasor plots. , which by definition have relative phase zero (i.e., they lie along the positive Cartesian x-axis, which represents φr = 0). Variables shown are amplitude and relative phase of the combination frequencies, using cosines to describe the luminosity variation in units of parts-perthousand. Hence, points that are right of centre correspond to combination frequencies describing 'upward' asymmetry. The groups described with different colours and symbols correspond to the frequency groups of Table 2. have chosen cosines to fit the luminosity variation, so that points that lie to the right of centre correspond to combination frequencies describing 'upward' asymmetry. Similarly, points to the left of centre belong to combinations describing 'downward' asymmetry. Since KIC 8113425 has a strong upward asymmetry, we see points of high amplitude in the right part of the diagram. In this section we compare the light curves and amplitude spectra for a γ Dor star and an SPB star, showing a strong similarity that demonstrates that the SPB star light curve is also fully explained by a few base frequencies with combination frequencies, just as is the γ Dor star light curve. The γ Dor star, KIC 7468196, has an upward light curve, and the SPB star, KIC 10799291, has a downward light curve. We show that this difference in light curve shape arises only from the phases of the combination frequencies, and we conclude that this shows that the SPB star, with its downward light curve, is fully explained by a few g-mode pulsation frequencies and their combination frequencies. Fig. 6 compares typical 40-d sections from the light curves of the two stars. Fig. 7 compares the amplitude spectra for the two stars, showing remarkable similarities. Both amplitude spectra are the result of a few base frequencies plus combination frequencies. For the γ Dor star, KIC 7468196, a frequency septuplet can be seen in the frequency range labelled as fg2 in the figure. Another striking frequency septuplet is seen for the SPB star, KIC 10799291, also in the frequency range fg2. In both cases the central frequency of the fg2 septuplet is the sum of two of the base frequencies, and the other components are further combination frequencies. It is particularly notable that for KIC 10799291 the amplitude of the highest peak in fg2, ν2 + ν7 in our notation, has a higher amplitude than either of its two base frequencies. For pulsating stars of the main-sequence it has not previously been recognised that the combination frequency amplitudes can be this large, hence they have usually not been recognised. We derived theoretically in Section 2 that this is possible, and we demonstrate here observationally that it happens.
For the γ Dor star KIC 7468196 we fitted only three base frequencies and their combination frequencies with terms up to order 3ν, with the results shown in Table 3 . As can be seen in the middle left panel of Fig. 7 , the reduction in the variance is striking. For Table 3 . A least-squares fit of the three pulsation mode frequencies of the γ Dor star KIC 7468196 and the combination frequencies with terms up to order 3ν for base frequencies ν 1 , ν 2 and ν 3 and with amplitudes restricted to greater than 0.3 mmag. There are 27 identified frequencies, including the three base frequencies. the SPB star KIC 10799291 there are more pulsation frequencies, and they are more widely spread in frequency, as can be seen in the right column of Fig. 7 . Because of their relatively high amplitudes, we fitted eight pulsation frequencies, but only used four of those as base frequencies for calculating the combination frequencies with terms up to order 2ν. The results are given in Table 4 .
The contrasting shapes of the light-curve asymmetries in KIC 7468196 and KIC 10799291 lead to contrasting phasor plots, as shown in Fig. 8 . The combination frequencies belonging to KIC 10799291 lie almost entirely on the left of the diagram, describing strong, downward asymmetry (bottom panel). Conversely, the distribution of points in the upper panel is not strongly skewed to one side, indicating that the asymmetry in the light curve is not strong. Indeed, close inspection of the top panel of Fig. 6 shows that this is the case -the light curve has only mild upward asymmetry. The fact that we observe asymmetry at all, when the distribution is so even, is an effect of the frequencies of the combinations. Those that lie in fg2 have higher frequencies, and thus simultaneously Eye-catching features of these amplitude spectra are the frequency septuplets that make up the second frequency group, fg2, for both stars, but particularly for the SPB star on the right. These are consequences of combination frequencies of only three base frequencies. Middle panels: the amplitude spectra of the residuals after pre-whitening by the pulsation frequencies plus the combination frequencies of a subset of the base frequencies. These are given in Tables 3  and 4 . The scale is the same as in the top row, showing that almost all of the variance is explained for both stars. Bottom panels: Higher resolution looks at the fg1 frequency ranges with pulsation mode frequencies labelled. In the case of KIC 10799291, only four of these were used as base frequencies to generate the combination frequencies, as shown in the tables.
suppress the minima while reinforcing the maxima. The small upward asymmetry is thus explained by the small imbalance of the fg2 frequencies to the right of the diagram.
Discussion of the comparison of KIC 7468196 and KIC 10799291
We argue from the similarities of the amplitude spectra of the γ Dor star KIC 7468196 and the SPB star KIC 10799291, and from the fact that most of the variance in both light curves is explained by a few base frequencies and their combination frequencies, that both stars are pulsating in g modes that fully account for their light variations. While there are further details in the amplitude spectra at lower amplitudes that we have not extracted, we expect that these details will be accounted for by pulsation in other modes and the additional combination frequencies that these may generate. The difference in the appearance of the light curves, with the γ Dor light curve being upward and the SPB star light curve being downward, is a consequence of the phases of the combination frequencies. There are γ Dor stars with downward light curves, too. There is no need to conjecture spots to explain this, and spots do not generate combination frequencies, hence are not a viable hypothesis. The light curves of the γ Dor and SPB stars are fully explained by g mode pulsation. We will expand on this point in the final discussion. There has been some confusion about the classification of KIC 10799291 that we clarify here. KIC 10799291 has revised Kepler parameters T eff = 11 100 ± 400 K and log g = 4.4 ± 0.1 (cgs units) (Huber et al. 2014) , as listed in Table 1 . However, the original KIC parameters are T eff = 10 950 K and log g = 6.1, which suggested a white dwarf star. McNamara, Jackiewicz & McKeever (2012) also classified this star as a white dwarf based on proper motion and the original KIC parameters. That classification propagated into SIMBAD, where KIC 10799291 is listed as a 'pulsating white dwarf'. The revised KIC parameters of Huber et al. (2014) and the frequencies of the variation in the star show that it is an SPB star, not a white dwarf. Figure 8 . Phasor plots for for the γ Dor star KIC 7468196 (top) and for the SPB star KIC 10799291 (bottom). It can be seen that the difference between the light curves of these two stars (Fig. 6 ) -upward for the γ Dor star and downward for the SPB star -is a consequence of the phases of the combination frequencies. 
TWO MORE SPB STARS
To emphasise the point that the SPB stars are purely g-mode pulsators, and to extend the application of combination frequencies to understanding these stars, we show two further cases where we do not agree with the classification of the star in the literature: KIC 10118750, which has a downward light curve and has been suggested to be a β Cep star, and KIC 5450881, which has a light curve that would probably have been called 'symmetric' in previous discussions and which has been previously classified as a rotational or orbital variable. In both cases we view these stars as SPB stars with combination frequencies.
KIC 10118750
Fig . 9 shows a section of the light curve of KIC 10118750 where the at first symmetric, then downward appearance can be seen. McNamara, Jackiewicz & McKeever (2012) classified this star as a β Cep star, probably because of the higher frequency range and frequency groups compared to some SPB stars. We find that there are only five pulsation modes, all with frequencies in the 3.6 − 4.2 d −1 range, which could be consistent with a β Cep classification. However, the combination frequencies, the downward light curve and, especially, the late-B effective temperature, T eff = 11400 K, suggest instead that this is an SPB star.
KIC 10118750 has five principal base frequencies that we attribute to g-mode pulsations; most of the rest of the variance is in the combination frequencies. Fig. 10 shows the amplitude spectrum with frequency groups fg0, fg1 and fg2 marked in the top panel. There are higher frequency groups of much lower amplitude that can be seen, but are not shown here. The bottom panel expands the frequency range around fg1 and labels the five base frequencies selected. Those five frequencies and their combination frequencies with terms up to order 2ν were fitted by least-squares to the Q0-17 data set. We restricted the fit to the five base frequencies and only those combination frequencies that had amplitudes greater than 30 µmag in the frequency range up to 10 d −1 , resulting in 31 frequencies given in Table 5 .
The middle panel of Fig. 10 shows the stunning removal of all peaks in fg0, fg1 and fg2 when the 31 frequencies from Table 5 are fitted to the data. Even the very low amplitude peaks remaining can be modelled with additional combination frequencies 3 . We conclude that KIC 10118750 is an SPB star with a relatively high g-mode frequency range for the class. There are no p mode pulsations; the higher frequency peaks are combination frequencies from five pulsation mode frequencies in fg1. Because the higher frequency groups are composed of higher order combination frequencies, we concentrate on the groups fg0, fg1 and fg2 here to show the result. Middle panel: an amplitude spectrum of the residuals after fitting the five pulsation frequencies and 26 combination frequencies with amplitudes above 30 µmag. There are significant peaks remaining with amplitudes below our imposed 30 µmag limit; further combination frequencies probably explain those, too. The ordinate scale has been kept the same in all panels to give the impact of the variance reduction with such a simple explanation. Bottom panel: An expanded amplitude spectrum of the Kepler Q1-17 data for KIC 10799291 out to 10 d −1 with the pulsation frequencies ν 1 to ν 5 marked. Note that the lowest unmarked peak in fg1 could be substituted for ν 4 and the same solution would be found.
The phases
The strong downward light curve is described by combination frequencies with relative phases near π. The minima in this star reach abnormal depths, even for stars with asymmetric light curves, as is seen to the right of Fig. 9 . As such, the phasor plot in Fig. 11 shows points that not only lie predominantly on the left, but that also have amplitudes of similar magnitude to their base frequencies. Figure 11 . The phasor plot for the SPB star KIC 10118750.
c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000-000 Figure 12 . A section of the light curve of KIC 5450881 spanning 10 d. The time is relative to BJD 245 5000. Almost all of the variation in the light curve is explained by two base frequencies and six combination frequencies. A rotational hypothesis with spots is not viable. This is pulsation.
KIC 5450881 -the simplest case of a frequency group star
McNamara, Jackiewicz & McKeever (2012) listed KIC 5450881 as either a rotational or binary variable. Fig. 12 shows a 10-d section of the light curve, which can be described with two base frequencies and six combination frequencies. This can be seen in Fig. 13 where a dominant triplet and combination frequencies are evident. Because the triplet is equally spaced, we only need two base frequencies; we have arbitrarily chosen the two labelled. We then find only six combination frequencies, one of which is the other member of the triplet. With the two base frequencies and six combination frequencies, almost all of the variance is strikingly removed, as can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 13 . At higher amplitude resolution additional significant peaks can be seen in this frequency range and at higher frequency; these can be modelled in a more detailed analysis in the future. This pattern of two base frequencies, which we propose are from two g modes, and six combination frequencies gives an elegant explanation of the light curve that is preferable to a rotational spot model or a binary star model. Spots and binary variations do not give rise to combination frequencies. This star is thus the simplest case of frequency group star, with only two base frequencies. The other stars presented in this paper with more base frequencies are more complex examples of the same physics, hence this star illustrates the principles most clearly.
The equally spaced frequency triplet could have one of several origins. It could be interpreted as a rotational triplet, hence probably arising from a g-mode dipole. Alternatively, it could arise from pure geometric amplitude modulation, such as is seen in roAp stars, or pure frequency modulation, as could arise if there were a very massive companion (Shibahashi & Kurtz 2012) . Both of the latter possibilities can be tested. We chose a time, t0, that set the phases equal for the two sidelobes to the central peak. With two sinusoidal variations this is always possible. We then expect for pure amplitude modulation that the central frequency should have the same phase at t0, and for pure frequency modulation the central frequency should have a phase π/2 different to the sidelobe phase.
Neither of these conditions is obtained in this case -the phase difference between the central frequency and the sidelobes is 2.2 rad -hence we conclude that the triplet arises neither from pure amplitude modulation, nor from pure frequency modulation. It can then be represented with a rotational triplet, or simply two base g-mode frequencies with combination frequencies. If the triplet is from rotationally split dipole modes of of order m = −1, 0, +1, then the the inverse splitting of the triplet is 1/(ν2 − ν1) = 2.4466 d, and an estimate of the Ledoux constant leads to a rotational period for the star somewhat less than twice that, i.e., ∼ 4 − 5 d. A spectroscopic measurement of v sin i could constrain showing a triplet and combination frequencies. The two marked peaks were chosen as the base frequencies to generate the combination frequencies; the other member of the triplet would serve equally well. Bottom panel: the amplitude spectrum of the residuals after pre-whitening by the two base frequencies and six combination frequencies with terms up to order 2ν. or refute that possibility. Breger & Kolenberg (2006) examined several cases of nearly equally split triplets in a variety of pulsating stars and suggested that in those cases the triplets were better understood in terms of two base mode frequencies and combination frequencies. That may be the case, also, for KIC 5450881.
The phases
The light curve of KIC 5450881 is not strongly asymmetric, hence the combination frequencies describing it are few in number and are not heavily biased to one side of the phasor diagram shown in Fig. 14. Note that a large amplitude but a relative phase close to π/2 or 3π/2 does not imply an asymmetric light curve; that is, a symmetric light curve could have many such peaks.
Be STARS
Several types of stars are given the spectral classification Be (B emission line) stars. There are pre-main-sequence Herbig Be stars (usually grouped with the Ae stars), there are binary mass transfer systems where circumstellar emission occurs, and there is a large class of stars that are rapidly rotating and have occasional outbursts where material is launched from the stellar surface into a disk, thus producing emission lines. Members of the latter group have been shown to be pulsating stars (Rivinius, Baade &Štefl 2003) and a model has been proposed by Dylan Kee et al. (2014) of how pulsation, coupled with rapid, but sub-critical rotation, can launch material into orbit. During the outbursts of pulsational Be stars the pulsation amplitude increases. Some B stars observed by Kepler show pulsational outbursts at long time intervals, and we consider those to be pulsational Be stars, even though we do not have spectroscopic observations to show the line emission that should accompany these pulsation outbursts. Future spectroscopic observations can test this.
We show here one example for which the light curve and amplitude spectrum -during and outside of pulsational outburst -are strikingly similar to the frequency groups of SPB stars and also the γ Dor stars that we have presented in this paper. This similarity gives strong support to the hypothesis that the pulsational Be stars eject material when several, or many, g modes come into phase with each other. We suppose that those modes are prograde sectoral g modes where the pulsation velocity is primarily horizontal and in the direction of rotation, so that it adds to the subcritical rotation velocity to reach critical velocity and launch a circumstellar disk.
In a review of pulsation in B stars and the prospects of asteroseismology, Aerts (2006) concluded: 'It seems that pulsating Be stars are complicated analogues of the SPB stars . . .'. We concur: The single pulsating Be stars are rapidly rotating SPB stars. No physics other than pulsation need be conjectured to understand these stars.
An example of a pulsating Be star: KIC 11971405
KIC 11971405 (HD 186567) is a relatively bright (V = 9.2) B8 V star that shows g-mode pulsations typical of SPB stars. McNamara, Jackiewicz & McKeever (2012) listed it as a frequency group star, while Pigulski et al. (2009) describe the star as aperiodic from ASAS ground-based data. We show here that it is an SPB star with frequency groups, and with occasional pulsation 'outbursts' typical of pulsating Be stars. We hypothesise that it is a Be star, and that the pulsation outbursts are the result of modes with very closely spaced frequencies that only come into phase at long intervals to build up to an outburst. Fig. 15 shows light curves for KIC 11971405. The top panel shows the full Kepler Q0-17 data set. At this scale it is not possible to see the individual pulsations, but the pulsation outbursts later in the mission are evident. In the second and third panels, 20-d sections of the light curve show two of those outbursts in detail. The fourth panel shows a typical 20-d section of the star during quiescence at the same scale as the outburst light curves, and the bottom panel expands the ordinate scale for a more detailed look at the quiescent pulsational variations. KIC 11971405 looks like a typical SPB star, except for the occasional outbursts. Fig. 16 shows amplitude spectra for the entire Q0-17 data set (top) and for the independent subsets of the data Q0-9 and Q10-17 (middle and bottom). There are three main frequency groups, with further groups at much lower amplitude at higher frequency that are not displayed at this scale. This figure shows that the amplitudes of some of the peaks change between the independent data subsets, but the frequencies and their patterns remain the same. We hypothesise that this is caused by some pulsation mode frequencies that are so close in frequency that they are not resolved in the 4-yr time span of the Kepler data set. Those beat against each other slowly -hence the long time span between pulsation outburstsand also come into phase at times with other pulsation modes. Outbursts arise when many modes come into phase to give the larger amplitudes seen in the light curves in the second and third panels of Fig. 15 .
A closer look at the amplitude spectrum for Q0-9, where there were no large outbursts, shows that the amplitude spectrum is dominated by combination frequencies. In particular, the highest amplitude peaks in fg2 are all simple combinations of frequencies in fg1. In Section 2 we showed how it is possible for the combination frequencies to have higher amplitudes than the base frequencies. Fig. 17 shows the amplitude spectrum for the Q0-9 data in the range of fg1 with a series of peaks identified. We selected from these our base frequencies for calculating the combination frequencies. Because there are so many frequencies in this group, we chose not to generate the thousands of combination terms that possibly arise among them, but instead selected just a few simple combinations to illustrate that the peaks in fg2, in particular, but also fg0, are combination frequencies. The frequency of the peak in fg0 is equal to the difference of the frequencies of the highest amplitude peaks in fg2, but those themselves are simple sum combination frequencies of base frequencies in fg1.
We have thus shown that the SPB star KIC 11971405, which shows pulsational outbursts, has a light curve and amplitude spec- An amplitude spectrum for KIC 11971405 for the Q0-9 data set with some peaks in fg1 labelled. We use these as base frequencies to calculate combination frequencies and show that the high amplitude peaks in fg2 and fg0 are simple combinations of frequencies in fg1. Middle panel: an amplitude spectrum for Q0-9. Bottom panel: An amplitude spectrum for Q0-9 after pre-whitening the 15 frequencies selected in fg1 and four combination frequencies that remove most of the variance in fg0 and fg2. trum similar to those of other SPB stars and γ Dor stars that show frequency groups. The principal difference is that the amplitudes of some of the peaks in the amplitude spectrum of KIC 11971405 are variable over the 4-yr time span of the data set. We hypothesise that this is caused by pulsation modes with frequencies too closely spaced to be resolved in 4 yr. This example and others in the Kepler data, support the hypothesis that the pulsational Be stars are rapidly rotating SPB stars.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The frequency spectra of the g-mode pulsators of the mainsequence, the γ Dor stars and the SPB stars, show a wide variety of complexity. Some stars show series of consecutive radial overtone g mode frequencies, and it is those that are the most interest asteroseismically, since they allow inference about the core conditions in the stars (e.g., Van Reeth et al. 2015; Saio et al. 2015; Kurtz et al. 2014; Bedding et al. 2014; Bouabid et al. 2013) . Other stars show frequency groups that have not been understood, or have been only partially understood, until now. We have shown in this paper that the frequency groups found in the γ Dor stars and SPB stars are often dominated by combination frequencies of only a few base frequencies, and we interpret those base frequencies as arising from a small number of g modes.
We have shown that the shapes of the light curves, which have previously been classified by visual inspection into 'symmetric' and 'asymmetric' are a consequence of the same physics. It is the phases of the combination frequencies that describe the visual ap- Table 7 . A least-squares fit of the 15 frequencies in fg1 of KIC 11971405 plus four combination frequencies from four base frequencies in the fg1 set. The three highest peaks in fg2 and the peak in fg0 are thus shown to be combination frequencies. The residual amplitude at those frequencies is a consequence of the change in amplitude, probably because unresolved frequencies close to the base frequencies. pearance of the light curves. We have extended this to show that 'downward' light curves, which some investigators have conjectured are caused partially or completely by stellar spots, are also explained by a small number of g mode pulsations and their combination frequencies. We further showed that SPB stars with pulsational outbursts show frequency groups and combination frequencies that are the same in character to other SPB stars, supporting to the conclusion that pulsational Be stars are rapidly rotating SPB stars. The only physics necessary to understand the light curves of the γ Dor stars, the SPB stars and the pulsating Be stars is g-mode pulsation. For many years, there has been conjecture that spots are a source of the light curve shapes in these stars. A particular driver for that conjecture is the shape of the light curves of the stars that show 'downward' light curves. We have shown that pulsation alone accounts for the light curve shapes.
For the γ Dor and SPB stars presented in this paper, the base frequencies and the combination frequencies are unchanged to high precision over the 4-yr time span of the data. No spot model can account for this. We know what stable spots look like on upper mainsequence stars from the chemically peculiar magnetic Bp, Ap and Fp stars. Those show rotational light curves that are non-sinusoidal, hence can have many harmonics of the rotational frequency. But there are no combination frequencies generated. In the frequency groups of the stars studied in this paper, the combination frequencies dominate much of the amplitude spectrum and harmonics of the base frequencies have low amplitudes; this is not the signature of spots.
For asteroseismic studies of SPB stars and γ Dor stars, combination frequencies have been considered a nuisance to be detected and discarded in the acquisition of pulsation mode frequencies for asteroseismology. We now see that in some cases they can comprise the major components of the amplitude spectra. Indeed, for asteroseismology they may still be modelled and removed. But it may be possible to use the combination frequencies for asteroseismic study themselves, as has been done for white dwarf stars for many years and as is being attempted for p mode pulsations in δ Sct stars. The large mode energies implied by the visibility of surface g modes promise the discovery of interesting new physical information about the cores of these main-sequence stars.
